RALLYING THE TROOPS VOLUME III NOW AVAILABLE $50
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SATURDAY NOVEM BER 4
FAM ILY HISTORY M EETING
11.00am W ORKSHOP: Webinar: Shipping
and Immigration.
2.00pm FAM ILY HISTORY M EETING
Tracing NSW Gaolbirds.
Researching Criminal offenders in the
NSW Archives.
Presenter: John Cann, Senior Archivist, State
Records.
The Gaol Photographic Description Books contain
a photograph of each prisoner and the following
information: number, prisoners' name, aliases, date
when portrait was taken, native place, year of birth,
details of arrival in the colony - ship and year of
arrival, trade or occupation, religion, standard of
education, height, weight (on committal, on
discharge), colour of hair, colour of eyes, marks or
special features, number of previous convictions,
portrait, where and when tried, offence, sentence,
remarks, and details of previous convictions
(where and when, offence and sentence).

SATURDAY NOVEM BER 18
2.00pm GENERAL M EETING
Weight of Evidence
Presenter: Matt Murphy
Full-time Newtown fire chief and part-time
historian, Matt Murphy, tells the story of a little
known court case of the 1850s that lasted ten
years: the longest and most expensive in colonial
times, involving 210 prime acres, money, greed.
lies and other dastardly doings. It would become
known as the Newtown Ejectment Case.
It encompassed two trials and an appeal to the
Privy Council in London, and involved some of
the colony’s most influential figures.

John Cann, Senior Archivist, State Records

Visitors Welcome

Afternoon Tea Available

Visitors Welcome

Afternoon Tea Available
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SEPTEM BER GENERAL M EETING
On 26 September, we had another Emeritus
Professor as speaker at our monthly General
Meeting. Don Napper's focus was on a Nobel
Prizewinner, who came to prominence as a result
of concerns that the rate of growth in the world's
population was outstripping the world's ability to
produce food in sufficient quantity and quality so
as to sustain its population, bringing the prospect
of famines on a global scale.
Exploring the use of fertilisers in lifting food
production was Professor Fritz Haber (1874-1934),
who invented a new process for manufacturing
ammonium nitrate cheaply - a fertiliser most
gardeners amongst our members would be very
familiar with. Indeed, a fertiliser that most of us
have learned is of much interest to terrorists as a
component in powerful car bombs and other
improvised explosive devices.
Haber's discovery was in 1918, but its significance
took some time to be appreciated, and it was not
until 1931, 13 years later, that he was awarded a
Nobel Prize to mark his discovery. By that time,
however, Haber had gained notoriety as the
German scientist regarded as key to the
development, and use of poison gases during
WWI. Such notoriety, in fact, that the presentation of his Nobel Prize was marred by open
hostility towards him, with many invitees to the
ceremony refusing to attend.
Professor Napper's talk dealt with the subject by
concentrating on reminding us of dimly
remembered school and university chemistry, and
describing the means by which WWI combatants
sought to deliver the various gases, protect their
forces against them, and treat those of their forces
affected by the gases. We were also reminded of
our reliance in WWI on horses, dogs and pigeons,
all of which also needed protection and treatment.

Some Protection for Both

Haber first tested the use of poison chlorine gas on
the Western Front as early as 22 April 1915, as the
ANZACs were heading to their Gallipoli landing.
Those first German gas tests took place in
westerly winds and the gas actually killed German
troops. But in the 2nd battle of Ypres around
6,000 bottles of chlorine were used against French
and Algerian troops. Interestingly, the Hague

Convention forbad the use of poison gas delivered
by projectiles, which bottles clearly were not.
Clara Haber, Haber's wife, took a strong moral
stance against any use of gas on the battlefield, but
had no effect on the course of events. She
committed suicide.

Ready for the Field

Chlorine gas is heavier than air, and sank into the
trenches and foxholes where soldiers were
sheltering from shrapnel. Because chlorine would
react with almost anything, gas masks made
simply of cotton-wool soaked in sodium
bicarbonate were very effective. Dogs were used
in the trenches for passing messages, and wore
goggles and gas masks, proving agile, fast and
effective in getting through, despite the twists and
turns in narrow trenches occupied by soldiers and
bodies.

Gassed Soldiers

Chlorine gas could cause temporary blindness, but
after several days, most affected soldiers were able
to return to duty, so the use of chlorine gas likely
caused little overall difference to the course of
WWI, with machine guns and artillery having
much greater effect - for instance, 1 million
soldiers killed, injured or missing in action during
the 4-month battle of the Somme in 1916.
Phosgene was 10 times more poisonous than
chlorine. It was first used in the 3rd battle of
Ypres.
Mustard gas presented greater protection problems,
because it could be absorbed through the skin, so
full protective suits were needed, rather than just
gas masks of simple design and manufacture.
Hitler was a despatch rider during WWI, and was
blinded by mustard gas in October 1918. By that
time one third of all shells fired were loaded with
gas, notwithstanding the Hague Convention.
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Don Napper answered members' questions well,
and then continued talking with members and
visitors during refreshments. Not a subject to
appeal to a wide audience, but the gassing of
Don's Uncle Frank during WWI had caused Don
to take an interest, which he clearly enjoyed
sharing with us. Another good choice, Beverley!
Notes: Graham Lewis

ON SALE NOW
Rallying the Troops Volume III: W ILL
YOU HELP?
This amazing book, researched and written by
KHS members and friends is available now.

introductory chapters, can give you a great insight
into what they experienced. You can learn what
happened to your relative after they were wounded,
what a stretcher bearer endured, and some of the
horrific situations a doctor, nurse or chaplain
might have found themselves in.
You never know, you may find someone linked to
your family, even if you have no ancestral links to
Ku-ring-gai. Most of those written up in the
biographies have links to other parts of Australia.
Hundreds of those in the three volumes were
either born, schooled, worked or settled post war
in another part of the state or country, or even
overseas. In Volume II, I found the minister who
married my parents, and baptised me in Victoria –
quite a surprise to find him in Ku-ring-gai.
So take a look, support the members who have
invested so much time and energy by spreading
the word, or purchasing one for yourself, your
family or your friends. Remember that Volumes I
and II are still available. The set of three would
make an enthralling Christmas present.
Congratulations to all those who have put in so
much time researching, writing and chasing up
photos to make this volume a great publication.
Jackie van Bergen
Cost: $50
Please Note: Payment by cash, EFT or cheque.
Please pay and pick up only from our Research Centre at Gordon.
Enquire about P&P costs.

Volume III continues on with the stories of the
men and women with links to Ku-ring-gai who
served in WWI. However, this is not just a local
history, our research has taken us far around
Australia and the world.
The introductory chapters cover the contentious
issue of conscription, the battles of 1917,
Edgeworth David and the tunnellers, casualty
clearance from the battlefield, doctors and nurses,
chaplains, the Red Cross and other fundraising and
volunteer organisations.
If you have relatives who served in WWI, this
volume (and volumes I and II), particularly the

TREASURER'S R EPORT
Our income for September amounted to $620,
including 2 new members. Our expenses for the
month amounted to $571, leaving us with a small
surplus for the month of $49, and a cumulative
surplus of $16,100. Our unpaid membership fees
have been reduced to $2,120 (27% of
memberships billed for this financial year.). This
reduction is due to sending out reminder emails
for those with outstanding fees. If you still have
not paid, I would appreciate payment as soon as
possible please.
Annet Latham

TOUR DESK
Exploring Ku-ring-gai
These very informative and interesting Exploring
Ku-ring-gai tours (99.6 km around Ku-ring-gai)
are conducted regularly by Vice President, Jo
Harris. An expression of interest sheet is available
in our Research Rooms.
They will resume in February 2018.
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CHRISTM AS GET TOGETHER
Monday December 4. 10.00am Departure; 1.15pm
Return from Brooklyn. Access by train and car.
This year's "get together" is a luncheon cruise on
the Hawkesbury River.

Enjoy
The
Riverboat
Postman
@
Brooklyn ferry.
This takes a lighthearted look at the river and its
more isolated residents, as it delivers the mail and
other daily essentials. The Riverboat Postman run
started in 1910. The skipper conducts an entertaining and informative commentary.

member, back from overseas. Nice to have the old
Toyota Coaster with the non tinted windows, and
low back seats so we could see the view.
A pleasant drive through the Hills district with its
nurseries and orchards, brought us to our first stop
of the day at Wisemans Ferry. Named after
Solomon Wiseman who turned out to be a very
wise man. Convicted of stealing timber, he was
sentenced to death, but later commuted to
transportation for life, and had a free trip to
Australia with his wife and son. Luckily, he was
assigned into the care of his wife in 1806. Five
years later we find he has bought a 21 ton trading
ship, a sloop called the Hawkesbury Packet. The
next six years saw ups and downs in his shipping
and inn-keeping pursuits.

Guns ready for protection

Cost: $50, including morning tea and ploughman's
lunch. Special dietary requirements can be met.
Bookings can only be taken in the Research
Centre at the Family History Meeting, 4
November, and at the General Meeting, November
18. They close 18 November.
The train for Hawkesbury River station leaves
Hornsby at 9.22am arriving at 9.47am, in ample
time to join the ferry. Note: There are nearly 100
steps up and over the train line and platform (50
up and 50 down). Ample free parking is available
adjacent to the ferry wharf. Follow the signs on
the M1, take the Brooklyn/Mooney Mooney exit
and follow signs to Brooklyn.
We will contact participants re possible car
sharing etc., when the list is complete.
Information sheets about travel, parking, etc. will
be available when booking.
This will be a popular outing, book early, partners
welcome.
TOUR REPORT - Pemberton
What I did on my school holiday by Paul Tout.
I went for a ride on a big white bus. Seriously, it
was a small white bus, and we were all glad to see
Bruce, our steering wheel attendant, friend and

In 1817, he received a grant of 80 hectares from
Governor Macquarie. Shrewdly, working out
where the Great North Road linking Sydney with
Newcastle would be, he built a ferry, and an inn.
He successfully tendered for a government
contract to provide supplies for the convicts
building the road. His home, "Cobham Hall" was
a fine two storey sandstone structure, now part of
the Wise-mans Hotel.

The old hotel kitchen
In addition to accommodation, some of the
upstairs rooms are given over to a museum
boasting all sorts of bric-a-brac, dining room
settings, old riffles, tools and 1800's memorabilia.
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We then crossed the river by ferry, and had a brief
look at the start of the Great North Road, now
only accessible on foot, before continuing on the
winding riverbank road through Dharug National
Park, past some lyre birds, over some classic
wooden bridges, such as the "Thomas Judge" built
in 1830 and still going strong.
After a comfort stop at Spencer, we went up hill
then down hill to the Pemberton Post Office, no
longer in use, but the "weekend" home of our
charming host for lunch, Ron Hattersley and his
lovely partner Melinda.

We look forward to seeing you at the Research
Centre and greeting you at our meetings.
PRESIDENT HAS A NEW EM AIL
ADDRESS
Jenny Joyce has a more secure email address:
jenny.joyce56@gmail.com
HELP NEEDED FOR M EETINGS
The running of our two monthly meetings is very
dependent on the function of our sound and visual
resources.
We now have volunteers to attend to the sound
requirements, but need volunteers to handle the
data projector and its use with both Windows and
Mac computers.

If you would like to
become a member of the team, please let Jenny
Joyce know. Training will be provided.

A refreshing start of champagne and guava juice,
followed by a great BBQ and salad, finished with
cakes and coffee, was consumed overlooking the
flats below on the Mangrove Creek, where Ron
keeps donkeys and sheep, a golf course and
archery field.

USING THE GORDON PUBLIC SCHOOL
ADM ISSIONS REGISTER
As advertised in the October Newsletter, the
complete transcript of the Gordon Public School
Admissions Register 1918 to 1969 has been
published on our Intranet. A workshop is planned
to introduce this resource, and to demonstrate how
to use the resource as a research tool. The
workshop will be in three parts:
•
•
•

Donkeys grazing by the Pemberton Creek

A tour of his fascinating house, with its resident
peacock and black satin bower bird, revealed a slot
in the wall of the hallway where people used to
deposit mail. Built in 1857, rooms have been
added, and are now full of Ron and Melinda's
collection of antiques.
After thanking our wonderful host and hostess, we
then went down to the M1 and over the
magnificent Hawkesbury River being a perfect
end to a perfect day.
Words Paul Tout; Photos Paul, Pam, Morrison, et al.

W ELCOM E TO NEW M EM BERS
Andy Golan, Wollstonecraft.
Brian Porter, Wahroonga.

Introduction to the components of the Gordon
Public School application,
Locating information using the PDF version
of the dataset, and
Extracting, manipulating and analysing the
dataset using the filtering and sorting tools of
Microsoft Excel.

Dates: Monday 27 November 2017 or Friday 1
December 2017 (same workshop, repeated)
Times: 10:30 am to 12:30 pm each day
Venue: KHS Research Centre
Cost: Free
Please book on the relevant sheet in our rooms or
via email to khsysadmin@tpg.com.au stating
which day you wish to attend.
IRISH SIG
At the last meeting of the Irish SIG we talked
about our brickwalls & breakthroughs. The next
meeting will be on Friday, November 10 at
1.30pm in the Research Room. All welcome.
GERM AN SIG
The KHS German Special Interest Group met on
Monday 9 October, with 16 members present.
Items discussed were:
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Old German M aps – The twelve old German
city maps, kindly donated by Les Jeckeln, have
been imaged, and are available for members to
collect a copy of the image files. These maps are
beautifully illustrated, and could make contextual illustrations
to
your
family
history
documentation. The cities covered are: Berlin,
Bonn, Cassel, Cologne, Frankfurt, Gottingen,
Hamburg, Kiel, Mainz, Munich, Nuremberg and
Ulm. If you would like a copy of some or all of
the images, please bring a blank USB flash drive
to the rooms. The twelve files plus notes
require
199MB of storage space. Les
has also donated the original paper maps for
members to exchange for a small donation.
GAGHA Activities –
Tony
Karrasch
updated members
on
German
Australian
Genealogy
and
History
Alliance,
activities including
their plans
for
the August 2018 GAGHA conference in Adelaide. Tony’s
notes from the meeting can be obtained from
Peter.
Presentation – Frank and Carol Olivier gave an
excellent, and very interesting joint family history
presentation on the nine extraordinary chance
meetings that resulted in Frank, with his German
heritage and origins, meeting and marrying Carol,
a direct descendant of the First Fleeter, William
Wall.
Next meeting, planned for Monday 11 December. Sue Moore volunteered to give a Show and
Tell presentation on the highlights of her many
recent visits to Germany. Members were also
asked to come to the December meeting armed with ideas and suggestions for German
SIG activities and initiatives for 2018.
Peter Stehn
PRUDENCE OF PYM BLE
“Prudence of Pymble” was a successful Ku-ringgai business for many years. This was a women’s
fashion shop that specialised in the exclusive end
of the market, and often carried advertisements in
the Sydney Morning Herald and the Women’s
Weekly. “Prudence” opened on Pymble Hill in
1954 and finally ceased trading 30 years later in
1984.

Pymble Hill, with “Prudence of Pymble”
highlighted by the red dot. The old Pymble Post
Office is also visible on the right.
Image: Roads and Maritimes Services Archives.

Contributed by Richard Whitaker
[Editor's note: Apologies to Richard. In the October
Newsletter, the item about Gillott's company was
contributed by Richard, but the acknowledgement
dropped off the bottom of the column.]

W HERE IS IT ?
OCTOBER ANSW ER
Lovers Jump Creek

Lovers Jump Creek may be accessed from the
walking track at Burns Rd, Turramurra or the
track from Clissold Rd, Wahroonga back to Burns
Rd. The waterfall gives photographers a great
opportunity for a picturesque landscape hidden
within the Ku-ring-gai area.

NOVEM BER W HERE IS IT?

Jo Harris

This photograph was taken in 1959 looking up
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STATE FAM ILY HISTORY
CONFERENCE
Recently over 300 people trekked out to Orange in
the mid-west of NSW for the annual family
history conference, among them several members
of the Ku-ring-gai Historical Society.

This year it was hosted by the Orange City
Library, aided by the Orange Family History
Group. The hosts of this event were so friendly
and welcoming, that it was an absolute stand-out
feature of the conference.
The theme was "Your Family Story: Telling,
Recording & Preserving", and the talks mostly
fitted into this theme. The keynote speaker on
Sunday was the very tall (6'4") actor, William
McInnes, who told us lots of stories of his family.

William McInnes and Lorraine

The speakers included Gail Davis from State
Archives of NSW, Perry McIntyre, Jacqui
Newling from Sydney Living Museums and
Shauna Hicks, amongst others. The topics
included gaolbird ancestors, Tooth & Co, records
at the ANU archive, dating photos through dress,
and telling your family story through food.
As usual, there was a "Meet & Greet" and a
Conference Dinner, which were both great
chances to catch up with old friends.

Sue receiving a hamper for being the 200th registrant
Jenny Joyce
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DIARY DATES

ADMINISTRATION
President:
Vice Presidents:

November
Thursday 2, Tour: Sculptures by the Sea.
Thursday 2, No Committee Meeting.
Saturday 4, 11.00am, Workshop. Webinar:
Shipping and Immigration.
Saturday 4, 2.00pm, John Cann: Tracing NSW
Goalbirds.
Friday 10, 1.30pm, Irish SIG
Saturday 18 General Meeting. Weight of
Evidence. Presenter: Matt Murphy

December
Saturday 2, 11.00am, No Workshop.
Saturday 2, 2.00pm, Family History Meeting,
Christmas Party. (Please bring a plate of
Christmas fare)
Monday 4, Tour: Hawkesbury River Postman
Ferry Trip.
Thursday 7, 2.15pm, Committee Meeting
Saturday 16, No General Meeting.

© Ku-ring-gai Historical Society Inc. and authors. The
content may be reproduced as sourced from this newsletter
with acknowledgment to named authors.
Newsletter Deadline
Please send email copy for publication to editor@khs.org.au
as early as possible, but no later than 13th of each month.
Items will only be accepted from members of KHS.
Copy is accepted on the basis that Ku-ring-gai Historical
Society has editing rights and that readers can reproduce it in
whole or part with acknowledgement.
If possible, material should be in electronic form, with as little
formatting as possible, e.g. no bullets, coloured type,
indenting or styles.

REDUCTION IN RESEARCH
CENTRE HOURS
In the October Newsletter was a note to advise
that the Research Centre will close on Fridays.
The Committee has determined that a change in
the Hours for the Research Centre will be made in
2018, and the for the balance of 2017, the hours
will continue as usual.
In 2018 the Centre will be closed on Thursdays.

Jenny Joyce
9440 2131
Morrison Hammond 9449 7447
9489 4393
Jo Harris OAM
Treasurer
Annet Latham
9440 3998
Secretary
Beth Facer
9988 0823
Immediate Past President
Graham Lewis
9416 5818
Committee Members
Richard Facer
9988 0823
Neil Falconer
9488 7293
Lorna Watt
9440 8010
Helen Whitsted
9416 5825
Evelyn Wyatt
9144 4690
Family History Group
Committee
Lorraine Henshaw,
(Leader)
9988 0522
Margaret Holland 9488 5452
Sue Holmes
Jenny Joyce
(ex officio)
9440 2131
Yvette Reeve
9987 0904
Jean Smith
9498 4468
Elaine Turnidge
9899 2635
Appointees
Accessions
Jennifer Wallin
9983 1871
Book Reports
Richard Facer
9988 0823
Book Sales
Margaret Holland 9488 5452
Kathie Rieth
Catering
Margaret Holland 9488 5452
Vicki Williams
9415 8833
Computer Systems Peter Stehn
9489 9488
Curators
Ann Barry
9144 6480
Jennifer Harvey
9489 6390
Heritage and
Historian Editors Jennifer Harvey
9489 6390
Lorna Watt
9440 8010
Indexing
Beth Facer
9988 0823
Newsletter Editor Morrison Hammond 9449 7447
Media Liaison
Neil Falconer
9488 7293
Public Officer
Helen Whitsed
9416 5825
Research Team Leader Joan Stebbing 9489 6476
Tour Contact
Yvette Reeve
9987 0904
Speakers Programme Beverley Dunstan 9419 8526
Volunteers Coordinator Geoff Little
9449 3131
Webmaster
Andy Joyce
9440 2131
Welfare Officer Elaine Turnidge
9899 2635
WW1 Writers & Researchers Group Coordinators
Kathie Rieth frithie@ netdata.com.au
David Wilkins
0411 186752

Research Centre Hours
The Society’s Research Centre is at 799 Pacific
Highway, Gordon, adjacent to the Ku-ring-gai
Library. The Centre is open to the public from
10.00 am to 2.00 pm on Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday (except the first Saturday
of each month when members have a Family
History meeting).
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